Illinois Novice Tournament 2001 – Round 2
Packet by Chicago Rabbit Named George (Jeff Kuckuck, Will Baude, Nick Poulous, plus Susan)


Tossups

1.  This being does not have a mouth because it speaks from the heart. She was born in London on November 1st to her parents George and Mary. Also living in her house is her twin sister Mimmy, who wears a yellow bow on her head instead of this creature’s red ribbon. Her friends include Badtz Maru, Chococat, and Keroppi.  FTP, name this anthropomorphic animal whose visage is plastered on all sorts of goods produced by the Sanrio.

Answer: Hello Kitty

2.  “Fucked by a dahlia!” Bernard yells in scene seven of this play, having just been ridiculed by learning that Ezra Chater was not killed by Lord Byron in a duel, but rather journeyed to Martinique in 1810, described a dwarf dahlia, and died there from a monkey bite. The play moves between April 1809 and the modern day, and a table onstage accumulates an inventory of objects from both periods. FTP, name this 1993 play by Tom Stoppard.

Answer:  Arcadia
 
3.  This astronomical body’s Harvard Revised number is 7924, but more common names for this type A2 star include Gallina, from the Latin for 'hen', and Aridif, from the Arabic for 'hindmost.' This latter name is especially appropriate, as it describes its position in its constellation. Name this star with visual magnitude 1.25, whose most popular name derives from the Arabic for 'the hen's tail' and which is in the constellation Cygnus.

Answer: Deneb

4.  “Sex and politics,” he said, “are a lot alike. You don't have to be good at them to enjoy them.”  His sex life was never a particularly hot topic, but he spent five terms in the U.S. Senate, broken only by a four-year span from 1965-1969.  Name this opponent of welfare, foreign aid and bans on homosexuals, who, for ten points, was trounced in his run for president against Lyndon Johnson in 1964.

Answer:  Barry Goldwater

5.  Mutations of this biomolecule can cause such disorders as Ehlers-Danos syndrome, Alport syndrome, and osteogenesis imperfecta.  It is composed of three intertwined alpha helices, each of which contains a repetitive glycine sequence, and it contains two nonstandard amino acids, hydroxyproline and hydroxylysine.  FTP, name this fibrous connective protein, which makes up 75% of human skin.   

Answer:  Collagen

6.  He said to Francesca Cuzzoni, “Madam, I know you are a veritable devil, but I would have you know that I am Beelzebub, chief of the Devils.”  He later threatened to throw her out a window when she would not sing an aria for his opera Ottone, re di Germanica.  Though he composed dozens of operas, he is perhaps better known for his oratorios, including Israel in Egypt and Judas Maccabeus.  FTP, name this composer, whose best-known oratorio is the Messiah.

Answer:  George Frideric Handel 

7.  Rumor held that he was named for a furniture dealership in St. Louis, but his creator responded obliquely, "I think it must be assumed that I did, and that the memory has been obliterated."  He is thin, balding, and likes modest neckties and walks along the beach.  He has measured his life in coffee spoons and seen his head brought in upon a platter.  FTP, who is this fictional title character of a T.S. Eliot poem?

Answer:  J. Alfred Prufrock

8.  St. Peter Martyr met his end fighting this heresy, which was given its name at the council of Tours by Pope Innocent III. Like many gnostic heresies, it regarded procreation and sexual intercourse with horror. Believers abstained from eating all animals except fish and the ultimate goal was spiritual liberation from the body, which many accomplished through suicide. FTP, name this heresy, also called Catharism, which flourished in southern France in the twelfth and thirteenth centuries.

Answer:  Albigensianism (accept equivalents)

9.  This man was apprenticed to be a stonemason, but ultimately decided to pursue a career in architecture. After World War I he stated his famous design philosophy with the phrase “less is more,” and his buildings reflect this in their starkly modernist, ultra-functionalist designs. Successor to Walter Gropius as director of the Bauhaus, he spent much of his later life in Chicago designing such projects as the Lake Shore Drive Apartments and much of the campus of the Illinois Institute of Technology.  For 10 points, name this German architect.

Answer:  Ludwig Mies van der Rohe

10.  The most common examples given of this hypothetical good are gruel and potatoes during the Irish famine, not perfume as Maxx Barry might have us believe. Many economists, though, do not believe these goods exist but are instead theoretical consequences of the Slutsky equation. For ten points, name this type of inferior good, for which demand varies proportionately to price.

Answer:  Giffen good (prompt on “inferior good” before it is read in the question).

11. Within its borders is enough potash to last the world for over one thousand years, yet it is home to only a tad more than one million people. This place also does not observe daylight savings time, perhaps because it is known as Canada’s sunniest province.  Its name is derived from the Plains Indian for ‘swiftly flowing river’, and it produces over half of Canada’s grain.  FTP, name this province that borders Montana and North Dakota.

Answer: Saskatchewan

12.  This man began his political career as a Roman Senator in the 90s and later served as tribune for three legions of the Roman army stationed on the Rhine and the Danube.  As Emperor, he was known for his decidedly non-Roman personality, which is not surprising, as he was so interested in Hellenic culture that he was often referred to by his opponents as the “Little Greek.”  For 10 points, name this Spanish-born Emperor who is perhaps most famous for building a line of fortifications across northern Britain.  

Answer:  Caesar Trajanus Hadrianus 

13.  In May of 2001, Tom Green was convicted for this, to much publicity. Some found justification for the act in the bible, but it is nonetheless a crime in every U.S. state, though the ACLU of Utah plans to back an effort to decriminalize the practice despite the Utah state constitutional ban against it.  FTP, name this illegal act, historically associated with the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter Day Saints.   

Answer:  Polygamy (accept “bigamy”, polygyny, or “plural marriage”)

14.  Though five figures are present in the painting, only three of the people depicted can fully be seen.  Standing to the right is a tall, stern-faced man looking down toward the lower left portion of the painting where an elderly figure with a slightly illuminated face embraces a shadowy man dressed in ragged clothing.  The image is full of religious meaning, describing a scene from Luke chapter fifteen.  For 10 points, name this 1669 composition, one of Rembrandt’s last.

Answer:  The Return of the Prodigal Son

15.  Set in feudal times, this book tells the story of the title character’s frequent love affairs with various women, all of who are drawn to him because of his good looks and talent. Though it lacks a general narrative, this book’s mini-sagas convey general themes about love, lust, and filial piety.  For 10 points, name this 11th century Japanese work of literature, written at the height of the Heian Period by Murasaki Shikibu and sometimes considered the world’s oldest novel.

Answer:  The Tale of the Genji

16.  It can safely vibrate as much as twenty feet laterally some places and ten feet vertically elsewhere, though mostly it is not designed to move more than two feet.  It has over five hundred elevated animal crossings and initially cost eight billion dollars in 1977 -- the largest privately funded construction project at the time.  What is this American infrastructure project, which, FTP, stretches from the North Slope to Valdez, Alaska?

Answer:  Alyeska Pipeline or Alaska Pipeline

17.  This organization was founded in 1947 and has technical committees involved in all subjects, from cinematography to chemistry to cork. However, they are most well known for their programs to which many companies adhere. Name this organization that has defined a film speed code, paper sizes, and symbols for automobile controls as well as providing a framework for business standards in the form of their '14000' and '9000' certification. 

Answer: ISO or the International Organization for Standardization

18.  She died of septicemia two weeks after giving birth to her daughter.  Shortly after her death, her husband published his memoirs of her, as well as her unfinished novel Maria, or the Wrongs of Women. Considered a liberal feminist due to her emphasis on the individual woman and her rights, she rejected the institution of marriage, though she cohabited with Gilbert Imley and William Godwin.  FTP, name this woman, mother of Mary Shelley.

Answer:  Mary Wollstonecraft 

19.  Frederick II said of him that he “takes the second step before the first,” because so many of his drastic reforms flopped. In 1779 he failed to annex Bavaria to Austria, and in 1785 the Furstenbund stopped him from trading the Austrian Netherlands for Bavaria.  His abolition of serfdom and most of his other reforms failed to outlast his death in 1790.  For ten points, name this Holy Roman Emperor, who was forced to co-rule with his mother, Maria Theresa, until her death.

Answer:  Joseph II of Austria

20.  This property is key when choosing the storage medium for magneto-optical devices - too high and it will be too difficult to get the medium that hot, but too low and other portions of the disk might become demagnetized. For ten points, name this characteristic, which is 200 degrees Celsius for the materials inside magneto-optical disks, but is 750 degrees for iron, above which a magnetic material loses its magnetization.

Answer: Curie temperature

21.  Under a provision of this treaty termed the “Ecclesiastic Reservation,” archbishops, bishops, and abbots who had become Protestant after 1552 were forced to forfeit their offices and incomes. Nevertheless, the main agreement was drafted in an effort to end the religious conflicts that emerged in the Holy Roman Empire as a result of the Reformation.  For 10 points, name this treaty which under the principal of cuius regio, eius religio allowed each prince within the Empire to determine whether Catholicism or Lutheranism was to prevail in his lands.

Answer:  Treaty of Augsburg or Peace of Augsburg


Bonuses

1.  Answer the following questions about law and economics FTPE:

A.  What theorem states roughly that if transaction costs are zero, then any original distribution of property rights leads to an efficient distribution of goods?

Answer:  Coase’s Theorem

B.  What is the general term for the phenomenon that arises whenever people expend real resources in order to make a simple transfer of money from others to themselves, resulting in net costs for society?

Answer:  Rent Seeking

C.  The reason economists rarely suggest imposing the death penalty for mugging, speeding, or stalking girls on college bowl is that instituting the same penalty for both murder and lesser defenses creates a lack of what?

Answer:  Marginal Deterrence


2.  FTPE, name these terms from chemistry, all of which end in "e”.

A.  This term applies to two functional groups that neighbor each other in a Neuman projection.

Answer:  Gauche [GOESH]

B.  This is the general term for an intermediate in a reaction that has a carbon atom with no charge and two nonbonding electrons.

Answer: Carbene [car-BEAN]

C.  This is the general term for a functional group containing a carbon atom doubly bonded to a oxygen atom and also bonded to a nitrogen atom. They often result from the interaction of ammonia and acids.

Answer: Amide (do not accept “amine”)


3.  30-20-10, name the author from clues

A. He wrote a translation of Alice in Wonderland into Russian, finding Russian equivalents for Carrol’s puns and calling his, “not the first translation, but the best”.

B. An accomplished lepidopterist and chess player, he identified and named at least one new butterfly and was invited in 1970 to create chess problems for the U.S. Chess team.

C. His more famous works include the novels Pale Fire and Lolita.

Answer:  Vladimir Nabokov


4.  FTPE, answer the following questions pertaining to the Andrew Jackson administration.

A.  This Chief Justice, a Jackson appointee, is perhaps most famous for his pro-slavery decision in the Dred Scott case.

Answer:  Roger Taney

B.  Jackson’s cabinet underwent reorganization in 1831 due in part to a social imbroglio concerning this woman, the wife of Jackson’s Secretary of War. 

Answer:  Margaret “Peggy” O’Neill Eaton (accept either Eaton or O’Neill) 

C.  This 1836 document drafted by Jackson mandated the use of gold and silver for the purchase of public land in order to slow down rampant land speculation in the West.

Answer:  Specie Circular


5. Answer the following questions about the comic strip ‘Fox Trot’, 5-5-10-10. 

A. Who created it?

Answer: Bill Amend

B. What is the name of Jason Fox’s iguana?

Answer: Quincy

C.  What is the brand of computer that the Foxes have, which spouts out happy sayings, demands hugs, and also does not have a floppy drive?

Answer: iFruit

D.  Who is Eileen Jacobson’s friend at camp, who helped her torment Jason and Marcus?

Answer: Phoebe


6. Answer the following questions about the opera La Boheme FTPE.

A. Who composed it?

Answer:  Giacomo Puccini

B. What painter and old flame of Musetta lives in a garret with Rodolfo, the poet.

Answer: Marcello

C. This pale stranger falls in love with Rodolfo, but ends up coughing herself to death from tuberculosis. 

Answer: Mimi


7. Identify the following about the 2001 Nobel Prize in Chemistry FTPE.

A. William Knowles, Ryoji Noyori, and K. Barry Sharpless were awarded the prize for their work controlling chemical reactions involving what type of molecules that exist as left and right-handed mirror images?

Answer: Enantiomers

B. The Swedish academy singled out as an example of an enantiomer this drug given to pregnant women in the 1960’s, one of whose forms prevented nausea, the other which produced birth defects.

Answer: Thalidomide

C. Knolwes’ work concerned the production of this amino acid form, which is used to treat Parkinson’s disease and which earned Arvid Carlsson the 2000 Medicine Nobel.

Answer: L-dopa


8. FTPE, name the Founding Father from clues.

A.  Discouraged by his mother from joining the navy, he joined the militia and later the continental army.  His forces lost at Fort Necessity, but he won years later at Yorktown.

Answer:  George Washington

B.  He served as deputy postmaster of Philadelphia for sixteen years and deputy postmaster general of the colonies for the next twenty-one, and later spent nine years as commissioner to France.

Answer:  Benjamin Franklin

C.  One of Connecticut’s original senators and a Washington appointee as Supreme Court Chief Justice, spending the end of his term as Chief Justice as Commissioner to France.

Answer:  Oliver Ellsworth


9. Answer the following questions about a certain short story FTSNOPE.

A. (For 10) A public servant gains prominence and confidence but loses his social status as well as his sanity and life after the theft of what short story's title object in a square in St. Petersburg? 

Answer: “The Overcoat”

B. (For 5) Who wrote "The Overcoat"?

Answer: Nikolai Gogol

C. (For 15) What is the first or last name of the main character of "The Overcoat", whose ghost is seen throughout St. Petersburg?

Answer: Akakii Akakievich (accept either)


10. 30-20-10, name the country:

A.  In 1919, General Johan Laidoner led this country’s defense force to a rapid victory, driving Soviet forces out of nearly 2/3 of the land in three weeks.

B. In 1944, this country lost 5% of its territory as the areas behind the Narva River as well as Petserimaa were united to the Russian Federation.

C. In August, 1991, this country’s Supreme Council passed a resolution on national independence. Four days later, Russia acknowledged the country as an independent Republic with its capital in Tallinn.

Answer:  Estonia


11. Given its members, identify the mythological trios FTPE.

A. Clotho, Lachesis, Atropos

Answer:  The Fates or Moirai or Parcae

B. Urd, Verdandi, Skuld.

Answer:  The Norns

C. Enyo, Pemphredo, Deino.

Answer: The Graeae


12. At the end of October, the Supreme Court heard oral argument in the case Ashcroft V. Free Speech Coalition, in which the Free Speech Coalition challenged a bill that bans computer-generated child pornography.

A.  FTP, name that bill.

Answer:  Child Pornography Prevention Act

B.  Much previous jurisprudence on child pornography is based on a 1982 Supreme Court case that unanimously ruled child pornography is not entitled to First Amendment protection.  FTP, name that precedent case.

Answer:  New York v. Ferber.

C.  Deputy Solicitor General Paul Clement noted at oral argument that the first federal pornography law did not apply to photographs when it was enacted.  FTP, within ten years, when was that?

Answer: 1842 (accept 1832-1852)


13. Given lines, name the poem, FTPE.

A.“Hail to thee, blithe spirit!”

Answer:  “To a Skylark”

B. “Much have I traveled in the realms of gold, And many goodly states and kingdoms seen … ”

Answer:  “On First Looking into Chapman’s Homer”

C. “Love seeketh only self to please, To bind another in Its delight, Joys in another’s loss of ease, And builds a heaven in Hell’s despite.”

Answer.  “The Clod and the Pebble”


14. For 10 points each, provide the person from 1920s American history:

A.  At the beginning of the decade this Attorney General ordered the Justice Department to lead hundreds of raids against suspected communists and anarchists, leading to the arrest of about 60,000 people.

Answer:  Mitchell Palmer

B.  On November 9, 1924, this woman was elected to serve Wyoming as the first female governor in US history.

Answer:  Nellie Ross

C.  Nearly five years later, on November 1, 1929, this former U.S. Interior Secretary was convicted for taking a bribe during the Teapot Dome oil lease deal. 

Answer:  Albert Fall


15. FTPE, given members, name the phylum.

A.  Sponges

Answer:  Porifera

B.  Cuttlefish

Answer:  Mollusca or Mollusk

C.  Flatworms

Answer:  Platyhelminthes


16. Name these baseball players whose careers flourished in the 1980’s, FTPE.

A. This player made a name for himself playing with the Oakland Athletics in the 80’s, but is still going strong - during the 2001 season he surpassed Ty Cobb’s number of lifetime runs as well as well as racking up 3000 career hits.

Answer: Ricky Henderson

B. This player started out at third base but moved to first base during his 21 seasons with the Kansas City Royals. He won the AL MVP in 1980.

Answer: George Brett

C. This pitcher spent his first twelve years with the Los Angeles Dodgers and won the NL Cy Young award with them in 1988.

Answer: Orel Hershiser


17. Given a few stops on a city’s subway line, name the city, 5-5-10-10.

A.  Lexington Ave, Flushing Ave, Astor St

Answer: New York City

B. Concorde, Franklin D. Roosevelt, Odéon

Answer: Paris

C. Honmachi [HOEN-mah-chee], Daikokucho [DAI-koh-ku-choh], Umeda [OOH-meh-dah]

Answer: Osaka

D.  Anderston, Exhibition Centre, Kelvinbridge, Cowcaddens

Answer: Glasgow


18. FTPE, name the following saints from descriptions.

A.  One of several apostles said to have proselytized in India, this saint is frequently shown holding his own skin, as he was flayed.

Answer:  Saint Bartholomew

B.  This Dominican monk, who was called “the dumb ox” by his schoolmates, ended up writing the Summa Theologica and becoming a doctor of the church.

Answer:  Saint Thomas Aquinas

C.  The story of this female saint and her slave Felicitas provides one of the first accounts of martyrdom in the early Christian church.

Answer:  Saint Perpetua


19. FTPE, name the Shakespearean character given dying words.

A.  "If thou be merciful, Open the tomb, lay me with Juliet."

Answer:  Paris

B.  "So tell him, with the occurrents, more and less, which have solicited. The rest is silence."

Answer:  Prince Hamlet

C.   "Pray you, undo this button: thank you, sir.  Do you see this? Look on her, look, her lips, look there, look there!"

Answer:  King Lear


20. Identify the following terms from graph theory FTPE.

A. This term refers to a graph that has every possible edge drawn.

Answer: Complete

B. Named for a Swiss mathematician, this is a walk that traverses every edge in the graph exactly once.

Answer: Euler walk [OY-ler] or Eulerian walk 

C. This is defined as an object consisting of two vertices connected by two or more lines.

Answer: Skein


21. FTPE, identify the following about modernist composer Philip Glass:

A.  One of Glass’s first major works and widely considered to be a landmark of 20th century music-theater, this 1976 epic opera ends with the title character’s recitation of the Samuel M. Johnson poem “Two Lovers.”

Answer:  Einstein on the Beach

B.  In 1984, Glass composed the music score for this non-narrative Godfrey Reggio film about “life in turmoil.”

Answer:  Koyaanisqatsi

C.  Last year Glass composed an opera based on this disturbing Franz Kafka short story.

Answer:  “In the Penal Colony”


